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Abstract- In this paper, an experiment was conducted to explore how accurately EV3 and NXT ultrasonic sensors
can measure distance. Three types of test were conducted to compare distance measurement results and understand
how to improve the distance measurement accuracy in Robofest 2014 AMD Game for Senior teams.

I. Introduction
Lego recently released an updated version of its popular NXT Mindstorms robotics set, called
EV3. EV3 is a big improvement over its predecessor in user-friendliness, efficiency, and
software controls, but exactly how much more accurate its ultrasonic sensors are than NXT
sensors is unclear and the information is very general, as seen from Table 1. In order to compare
the accuracy of each sensor, they were put through a series of tests and the data was recorded and
analyzed.
Table1. Comparison of Main Features for EV3 and NXT Ultrasonic Sensors
NXT
Atmel 32-Bit ARM AT91SAM7S256
48 MHz
256 KB FLASH-RAM
64 KB RAM
Atmel 8-Bit AVR, ATmega48
8 MHz
4 KB FLASH-RAM
512 Byte RAM
Proprietary

EV3
ARM9
300MHz
16 MB Flash
64 MB RAM
n/a

Sensor ports

LCD Matrix, monochrome
100 x 64 Pixel
4
Analog
Digital: 9600 bit/s (IIC)

Ultrasound
Sensor

Able to measure from 0 to 250 cm
Precision error of +/- 3 cm

LCD Matrix, monochrome
178 x 128 Pixel
4
Analog
Digital, up to 460.8 Kbit/s (UART)
Can measure distance between 3 and 250 cm.
Distance is return in 0.1 cm resolution but
accuracy is about +/- 1 cm
Can be used to detect other active US sensors
(listen mode)
auto-id

Processor

Co-Processor

Operating
System
Display

Linux-based
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II. Experiments with EV3 and NXT Ultrasonic Sensors
1. Test Set-Up
(c)
(c)

(e)

(e)
(b)

(b)

(a)

(d)

(a)

(d)

Figure 1a. Basic test set-up

Figure 1b. Rotational /translational
test set-up

Figure 1a.: This test set-up is used to record the data from an ultrasonic sensor that is measuring
distance to a box at given distances to compare the accuracy of EV3 and NXT ultrasonic sensors
(a) Brick, motor, and sensor setup used to record the data from the sensors
(b) Grid to control distance from box
(c) Box used as object to be detected by sensors at various distances
(d) Computer to run programs and control experiment
(e) Sensors to be tested
Figure 1b.: this test set-up is used to test how accurately an EV3 ultrasonic sensor can measure
distance in a complex environment
(a) Brick, motor, and sensor (Rotational) setup used to record the data from the sensors
(b) Grid used to align box, with polar and Cartesian coordinates
(c) Box used as object, to be detected by sensors at various angles
(d) Translational mechanism for translational test
(e) Computer to run programs, control experiment

2. Test Program
Program Overview (See Fig.2 for test control program):
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Top Row (First Parallel Sequence Beam):
-Rotate 180 degrees at 5 power, then return to starting position
-Repeat in Loop for predefined times
-Close data file
-End program
Bottom Row (Second Parallel Sequence Beam):
-Display words "Rotations" and "Distance"
-Open data file "MyFile"
-Clear rotation sensor C
-Display rotation sensor C (angle of rotation)
-Display distance detected by sensor
-Put into text
-Store in data file "MyFile"
-Repeat continuously while rotating 5 times

Figure 2. Control program for test data recording
The purpose of the program is to record what the sensor sees while it rotates 180 degrees, back
and forth, in pre-defined times. This information is stored in a data file, which is later retrieved
from the brick and uploaded to a computer. Using Excel, the data is then processed, graphed, and
examined.
The program to test translation is exactly the same except that the motor runs for a longer period
of time.
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3. Test Results and Comparisons
Using test setup in Fig.1, three types of experimental test were conducted, as shown in Fig.3.
Basic test in (a) is for distance measurement and comparisons for EV3 and NXT US sensors,
while the other two tests are EV3 distance measurement for more complicated environment, like
those encountered in 2014 Robofes6t AMD games (see next section)

(a) Basic Test

(b) Near Wall Rotational Test

(c) Near Wall/Edge
Translational Test

Figure 3. Configurations of three types of tests
3.1 Basic test

Figure 4. Test results --- Distance vs Sensor Rotations (in full scale)
Figure 4 is the test results from the basic test (Fig. 3a ), and Figure 5 is the same data
represented on a X-Y coordinates, where X=D*cos(θ), Y=D*sin(θ), D is measured distance and
θ is sensor rotation angle. From the results, we can see that:
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- the minimum distance to the box is at around 90 degrees at different distances for both EV3 and
NXT, and the distribution becomes flatter as the distance increases.
- the EV3 sensor is much more precise (finer resolution) than the NXT sensor, since it reveals
more details at near distance.
- the NXT sensor has "steps" in its data lines, which indicates that it has poor distance resolution.

Figure 5. Test results in X-Y coordinates (where X=D*cos(θ), Y=D*sin(θ), in full scale)

Figure 6. Test results in X-Y coordinates (where X=D*cos(θ), Y=D*sin(θ), zoomed in )
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Figure 7. Test results in X-Y coordinates (zoomed in, four rounds data)

Figure 8. Correlation of measured and reference distance and error percentage
for EV3 and NXT ultrasonic Sensors
Figure 6 is a zoomed-in X-Y graph for both the EV3 and NXT sensors. From the results, we can
see that:
- the EV3 sensor can detect very small changes in distance (measured to 1mm)
- the NXT sensor, on the other hand, has a much harder time detecting changes in distance
(measured to 1cm)
- the ultrasonic sensor view angles for both EV3 and NXT look to be about the same (22 degrees,
in the yellow area where measured minimum distance is about the same at different distances )
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Figure 7 is a graph of data from four rounds of testing, all plotted on the same graph. These two
graphs show that:
- the EV3 sensor has a very narrow error range
- the NXT sensor detects distances with a much larger error range
- the graphs seem to show two arcs on the EV3 sensor, which is a result of the sensor sweeping
left and then sweeping right
- the NXT data is dispersed too widely to see much of a difference
Figure 8 shows the correlation of measured (using data from Fig.7 in 90 deg. ± 1deg.) and
reference distances and their error percentage for EV3 and NXT US sensor. It can be seen that:
- both sensors show reasonable good correlation at longer distance (>40cm)
- the EV3, however, shows better correlation at shorter distance, esp . when distance is <25cm,
which is consistent with the results in Fig.4 and 5.
3.2 Near Wall Rotational Test

Figure 9. Test results --- Distance vs Sensor Rotations (near wall rotation)

Figure10. Test results in X-Y coordinates (where X=D*cos(θ), Y=D*sin(θ), zoomed in )
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Figure 9 shows the test data from the near wall rotation test; Figure 10 is a representation of the
same data on a X-Y graph. The data shows:
- mounting the ultrasonic sensor horizontally vs vertically produces slightly different results but
with similar general trends
- the angle the ultrasonic sensor turns to detect the minimum distance is directly related to the
angle the box is tilted
- the minimum distance increases because the angle of the box is increasing, thus increasing
distance to the sensor
3.3. Near Wall/Edge Translational Test

Figure 11. Test results --- Distance vs Sensor Rotations (left edge translation test)

Figure 12. Test results --- Distance vs Sensor Rotations (zoomed-in test results)

Figure 11 is the test results from the sensor translation test, where a sensor measures distance to
the left edge of a box slanted at either 0, 15, or 30 degrees. The sensor also measures distance
when the sensor is angled parallel to the side of a box slanted at 30 degrees. Figure 12 is an
enlarged graph of the data. These graphs show:
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-when the box is slanted at 0 degrees (not slanted at all), the sensor detects a gradual decrease in
distance as it moves towards the left edge because of the box's left face.
- as the angle increases, it takes longer for the sensor to detect the edge and the decrease in
distance becomes even more gradual (the left edge is harder to detect).
- when the sensor is angled parallel to the edge of the box at 30 degrees, the sensor detects a
sharper change in distance (left edge of the box) and detects it earlier, which is more accurate.

Figure 13. Test results --- Distance vs. Sensor Rotations (right edge translation test)

Figure 14. Test results --- Distance vs. Sensor Rotations (zoomed in test results)
Figure 13 is the test results from the sensor translation test, where a sensor measures distance to
the right edge of a box slanted at either 0, 15, or 30 degrees. The sensor also measures distance
when the sensor is angled parallel to the side of a box slanted at 30 degrees. Figure 14 is an
enlarged graph of the data. These graphs show:
- the data is much more scattered for all angles on the right side compared to the left side, as seen
in Figures 9 and 10, because of the greater distance
- Figure 13 shows that there are many complicated wave reflections at around 35 - 40 cm
because of the right face of the box
- the distance to the box increases as angle increases
- the distance changes gradually when the sensor is mounted horizontally, which makes it harder
to see a clear jump in distance and therefore makes it harder to detect the right edge
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- when the sensor is mounted vertically, there is a sharper jump at smaller angles
III. Application to Robofest Robotic Activities
In the Robofest 2014 AMD (Avoid Meltdown) Challenge, Sr. teams were required to deliver
balls into a box and accurately measure the volume of the box.

Figure 15. 2014 Robofest Sr. AMD Challenge Setup
The length (e) of the box is unknown, as is the height; these are to be measured by the robot.
The depth (f) is given. The focus for game teams was the length at any angle, because the height
was much easier to measure. The challenge in this task was to accurately detect the left and right
edge of the box and to measure the distance from the robot to the edges.
The key to having a more accurate volume is accurately detecting the left and right edges of the
box. Based on our test results, it is very important to have the correct trigger point for locating
the left and right edges, especially on the right edge. The data shows that the left edge is
relatively sharp and is not as sensitive to a very conservative trigger point (i.e 15 cm). It is
difficult, however, to set up a precise trigger point for the right edge due to the unknown angle
and box size. If the trigger point is too aggressive (too small), the robot might stop too early,
before the edge. If the trigger point is too conservative (too large), the robot might overshoot the
right edge and stop late.
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Yes
trip count<1

No
Move to the box then detect
left edge, move about 10cm
into the box

Yes
trip count<2

Move to the box then
detect left edge

No
Rotate sensor to find
Dmin and ϴmin near
the wall

Move to the box then
detect left edge
Move 10cm along the
table

Use ϴmin to Rotate sensor
to align to the box

Drop ball
Move 10cm along the
table
Activate translational motor
to move into the box (2/3
Delta distance)

Drop ball

Drop ball

detect right edge , calculate
edge length L and volume

detect right edge
calculate edge length L,
and delta distance
Return home

No
trip count>4
Yes
Report Volume

End
Figure 16. Flowchart for 2014 AMD challenge
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As a solution to this, the ultrasonic sensor can be angled parallel to the slant of the box (parallel
to the edges of the box) and the sensor can be placed closer to the box.

IV. Conclusion
The main conclusions from this paper are:
(1) The new EV3 ultrasonic sensor has better measurement accuracy than the NXT sensor, esp.
when the distance is short (<25cm), but the two sensors have about similar view angles.
(2) The EV3 US sensor has readings that has smaller variation range (less error than the NXT
sensor) than that of NXT US sensor.
(4) Mounting the ultrasonic sensor horizontally vs vertically does not affect general trends
(5) It is much easier for the ultrasonic sensor to detect the left edge of a slanted box than it is to
detect the right edge while translating horizontally. The trigger point for the right edge is key to
accurately measuring the length of the box
(6) It is a challenge to get a good volume measurement in 2014 AMD Sr. game due to nature of
US accuracy and complicated wave physics around complex surroundings (slanted box with
unknown angles), it is, however, still possible to improve the accuracy through program and
hardware buildings as mentioned in the paper.
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